Poet's Choice - Winter 2016

Many thanks to the numerous poets from all over the globe who responded to Highland Park
Poetry's request for submissions to the Poet's Choice edition of the Muses' Gallery. The themes
expressed, like the geographic origins of the poets themselves, are all over the map. You may
discover some connecting threads - time, birthdays, winter reflections.
Many thanks also to the contributing photographers and visual artists for this exceptional
gallery.
Enjoy!

Barbara Thurlow, Photographer

The Language of Love
By
Caroline Johnson
Willow Springs, Illinois
“Without arts, the inner
life would wither” -Mark Strand
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Take three bus transfers anywhere.
Get off at the last possible spot.
Look around—you will be surrounded
by Chicago, but you won’t be lost.
Doubtless you will see Mark Strand
wandering State Street in an overcoat.
Maybe you see a thousand such poets,
falling from the sky like a Magritte painting.
Open your umbrella to protect your face
from their tears. Watch as their broken

This poem was previously
published in Twin Cities
Review

When the First Crack
By
Stephen McGuinness
Dublin, Ireland
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legs and blood smears the sidewalk.
Step over their bodies.
Don’t steal their bowler hats.
Walk up to Strand and shake his hand.
Fan the inner flame of art—protect
your fragile and illuminated heart.
The first crack
of an open door reveals
a low lying sun
to bathe in.
I am glowing.
golden, glorious.
The winter ground snaps
underneath my heel
soft soil gives way
clinging to my boots.
The dog turns about himself
dancing with new found youth.
Truth, clear and fresh
like freezing breath
surrounds me.
Late December
I have put away the year gone by.
All those gain
loss and life lines
are cut, trimmed
pulled tight and hitched.
New ropes to anchor
new beginnings
to solid ground.

Kathy Lohrum Cotton, artist

Time Enough
By

All the sixties
tick into twenty-fours
and another will be gone
before long. But

Kathy Lohrum Cotton if you start now,
Anna, Illinois

there is time enough
to look for
beautiful things.
If you start now,
there is time.
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Birthday, 2015
By
Iris N. Schwartz
New York, NY

Turned my bedroom, bathroom,
Clothes closets, bookcases,
Coat pockets, daily journal
Inside out.
Utilized a jeweler’s eye.
Inspected paper,
Lint, cellophane,
Effluvia-stained tissue.
Poked, powdered, analyzed.
Results are in.
No
Evidence of youth.

Carol L. Gloor, Photographer
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Come, Snow
By
Carol L. Gloor
Savanna, Illinois

Still nothing, even on New Year's Day.
Cheeto bags ornament the dry hedge.
Zinnia skeletons rattle.
Mounds of impatiens lie battlefield dead.
The cement sky imprisons:
still nothing.
Come, snow, give us
shoveling purpose.
Come, snow, whiten all browns,
cover our dead.
Come, snow, deliver bright mornings,
turn the earth.
Curl us into afternoon sleep
under your twilight blanket.
Silence our clamoring plans, help us live
in our bodies again.

Superwoman
By
Joan McNerney
Ravena, NY

I wanna become superwoman
learn portuguese in sixty seconds
end pollution single-handedly
feed rice a roni to the planet
win awards left and right.
I wanna become super woman
paint the Taj Mahal red
knock down bureaucrats by the dozens
create creative pandemonium
flying off the edge of everything.
Super woman.
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James Paradiso, Photographer

Chicago Dibs Haibun January. Sudden spring. Snow melts away.
By
Tom Roby
Chicago, Illinois

We bike the streets, but snowplows pile up
slush in curbside parking spaces. Shovelers
open them, take possession with whatever’s
at hand, turn the curbs into outdoor garages.
Two chairs challenge anyone unauthorized
to move them. Two crutches rest on a pair
of mismatched suitcases. A pink dollhouse
sits across from a pair of sawhorses.
at opposite ends
Mary and Joseph open
all the space we need
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Helios, Absent
By
Sylvia Riojas Vaughn
Plano, Texas

cold slips
between stitches of woolen long johns,
stabs nakedness
bitter,
raw –
jagged icicles,
relentless sleet
have come early
this year
I live in a dogtrot cabin
on the Western prairie;
sticking a finger through
chinks in log walls,
I remember a story
about a pagan god
riding a sun-chariot
across the sky
bracing to wash,
I break glasslike surface
in my pitcher −
calls of migration
raise goosebumps

James Paradiso, Photographer
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What's All the Roar?

Two museum guards, eight feet tall,
boast fangs and jowls,
capable of savaging
in one breath, one swallow.

By
Charlotte Digregorio
Winnetka,

Illinois

At The Art Institute of
Chicago’s entrance, stand
the lion sculptures by
Edward
Kemeys
that
“guard”
the
museum’s
pieces. Awarded
Second
Honorable Mention, Poets &
Patrons Chicagoland Poetry
Contest, 2015.

Flanking the doors,
the bronze sculptures,
lionized as landmarks,
take us back to the battle
with unicorns for crowns.
In the urban wild, we pose for pictures
riding the jungle kings, at times
decorated with holiday wreaths
or helmets honoring sports teams.
A feline fanatic amid Chicago’s roar,
I dream of creating art revered
as the beastly guards,
ferociously-treasured as
Stati’s Samson and the Lion
and Delacroix’s Lion Hunt.
I ride high, if only
for a few moments,
before touching ground.

Winter Solstice
By
Marjorie Rissman
Highland Park, Illinois
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She hangs there dressed in white
alone and looking terrified of the night
her cloak a mist in motion shedding tears
on windshields and eyeglasses, on blacktops
and sidewalks distorting her brightness,
her usual smile upon the earth below.
Is she in mourning for the end of a dismal year
or does she regret the beginning of winter
turning her toward the inevitable ice and snow:
A true reflection of the thoughts of mankind tonight.

James Paradiso, Photographer

On the Homeless Guy at The crowds are flowing eastward, like a stream
Of jackets, backpacks, hoodies, scarves and shoes
Jackson & Dearborn
By
Khalid Mukhtar

Northbrook, Illinois
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And Dunkin Donuts cups exhaling steam
Right past a tenor hawking morning news.
I see a man propped up against a wall,
He hardly moves, I wonder if he's dead,
Then let the thought recede as quarters fall
Compelling him to nod his woolen head.
I'm in a cozy lounge across the street
With sonnetry upon my mind and phone,
While he is on the pavement in receipt
Of food he presently has come to own.
I think he would much rather have a home
Than be the subject of a stinking poem.

Grief Ghazal Variation A sudden wind strips the Ailanthus leaves.
By
Jenene Ravesloot
Chicago, Illinois

A cold half-moon rises.
Voices recede like distant waves.
The six-year cicadas have stopped singing.
Lights and shadows race across the bedroom
ceiling then disappear.
The air purifier no longer hums.
The six-year cicadas have stopped singing.
A moth pulses in a web of silk behind
the torn window screen.
Empty picture frames gather dust.
The six-year cicadas have stopped singing.
Puppets can’t dance anymore. Your turtle
and its plastic island are gone.
The blue wallpaper peels and fades.
The six-year cicadas have stopped singing.
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Robert Klein Engler, Artist

Slow Rebirthing
By
Rie Sheridan Rose

Austin, Texas

It is the dying of the year, when the skies are gray,
And spring seems a thousand miles down the road…
But the solstice has peeped in and gone,
And the minutes are clamoring to join the end of day.
The Sun caresses his beloved Earth a stolen moment
more,
And yet another tomorrow, lingering later and later,
And she, revived by his touch is already choosing the
colors
Of the flowers she will wear for him soon.
A tinge of green will pierce the snow,
A swath of blue o’erwrite the gray.
Slowly, the Earth casts off her mournful death
And is reborn into spring.
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In-Between Season
By
Cynthia T. Hahn

White silence
raincloud reflecting
pale lilac
Below, earth's purple scars,
grounded gray feather
in misting light, strays and vanishes.

Inspired by Herb Berman
Lake Forest, Illinois

William Hicks, Artist
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Weather Vane
By

it does not know
which direction to point
so many mouths
so many opinions

William Marr

the whole afternoon
sitting on my neighbor's roof
Downers Grove, Illinois it just keeps vacillating
and whining
the whole afternoon
I have been waiting
for it to find a foothold
and to point its spearhead of anger
directly at the heart
of the storm

Mr. and Mrs. Whittle Times he thinks she’ll slip away
By
James Reiss
Wilmette, Illinois

she’s grown so thin.
Potatoes, bread, and mutton shanks:
she packs them in.
They haven’t helped her, though, to build
up her tone.
She trembles on the bathroom scale:
just seven stone.
She tells him stumbling blocks at work,
the mid-life blues,
their children moving to the States
have made her lose
her joie de vivre—then grins and says,
“How risible!
If you shrink, too, we both could be
invisible!”
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William Marr, Artist

Sniffling
By
Mark Hudson
Evanston, Illinois
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At the grocery store, in the self-checkout lane,
a man cuts in front of me and blows his nose.
At the grocery store, in the checkout lane,
a man has a cold, and his attitude shows.
At the grocery store, in the self-checkout lane,
a man cuts in front of me and blows his nose.
A man has a cold, and his attitude shows,
A man cuts in front of me and blows his nose.

Take a Bow, January And why shouldn’t you?
By
Michael Escoubas

You’re a prima donna, promenading down the aisle
so radiant you make everyone look dull.
Your diamonds and sapphires flash in the sun.

Pontiac, Illinois

One desolate pine looks down your vast valley of white,
a showcase of glistening drifts and dazzling trees.
Ridges of white-capped mountains reach like giant
arms embracing white shoulders.
Your dress is a garment of soft white satin;
a one-of-a-kind Ralph Lauren creation that adorns you.
Later, the sun will melt your gorgeous wrap
as its nourishing stream seeps nutrients through
porous earth birthing spring’s circus of color.
Bravo! Bravo! Bravo!

Barbara Thurlow, Photographer
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A Crow for Rust
By
Lauren Klayman
Highland Park, Illinois

Shadows
By
Lynn White
Blaenau Ffetiniog, North
Wales, UK
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I am like a crow for rust
must
pick it up as I go
crow
stash it in my nest
lest
I grow old as it does
cold.
I think I am less afraid of the dark
than of the light.
I can hide in the dark,
seek comfort there.
The light is a different matter.
Exposing that which should be hidden.
Shining into my hidden places
and yours,
exposing us to view.
I am afraid to see these hidden places.
Afraid of what the light will reveal in me
and you.
What lies beneath the skin is best hidden
in the dark, lost in the shadows
where it should be.
I don't know what the light may reveal
only that I'm afraid to see it

Daniel de Culla, Artist

Panacea
By
Dave Marcus

We shan’t endure
The fear de jour
A faithful cure
Pensee d’amour

Streamwood, Illinois

A Symphony Lost
By
Donal Mahoney
Chicago, Illinois

Harvey at 80
is losing his hearing.
He can’t hear his wife
when she talks,
a symphony lost.
But at dusk
in the garden
alone in a lawn chair
with a glass of iced tea
cubes circling
Harvey can hear
the whippoorwill ask
and the cricket reply
and that’s all the truth
that he needs.
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William Hicks, Artist

Paintings Created
By
Adrian Ernesto
Cepeda
Monrovia, California

The Emperor of Ice
Cream
By
Joeseph Kuhn Carey

Glencoe, Illinois
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Flowers melting
together on canvas
colors uniting like
merging of flames
dissolving of images
two beaks abstractly
kissing by birds
smudging so beautifully
merging united
blurring in sunlight.
The Emperor of Ice Cream
sits regally at the end of a long table,
(his flowing purple robes filling the chair,
a magnificent jewel-encrusted crown
tilted jauntily on his head),
as he commands his staff with a
simple, kind gesture or two to place
each heaping bowl of a different
flavor in a certain personal pattern
until the table is so full it looks like
a selection of shiny stars in a night-time sky,

spoon poised, eyes glittering, the Emperor tells the guards
to open the huge wooden doors to the room
and with a rush of squeals, cries and shouts,
the village children run toward the table
to take their places on this annual Royal Ice-Cream-ForEveryone-Day, each vying for the coveted spots closest to
the
throne and the man who loves ice cream more than
anything else in this life and land,
the click of spoons and slurps
commences and the room is
filled with so much happiness,
that the Emperor begins to laugh
and recall his wonderful childhood
days in the kitchen with his beloved
cooks, Oscar and Evangeline, who always
kept a magical, mysterious supply of
ice cream on hand for his afternoon visits
each day after playing with the horses,
rabbits, hawks and hounds.

James Paradiso, Photographer
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Books
By
Daniel Cleary
Chicago, Illinois

The solace of the written word
At times, is not to be denied.
At night, when nothing’s to be heard,
It can a benison provide,
A curious solitude, a calm
Excelling the assaults of day,
A benediction & a balm
That will let naught get in the way.
Within our very heart & soul
We hear again the slow tick tock,
The exercising of control
As if from an old sideboard clock,
& redirect our thoughts among
The wealth of words, the written text,
Like convoluted baubles strung,
& wonder what will happen next.

Prayer
By
Steve Klepetar
St. Cloud, Minnesota

Rain bashes the earth, worms
struggle their wriggling
way up through mud. No one
can prevent this, only be aligned
in the proper direction...face
down, ear to the wet ground,
humble and attentive
to the last. That's what
praying means, only that:
no requests, even on behalf
of others, no complaints,
only silence, only listening
for the faint movements
of worms beneath the soaked
surface, feeling the sharp
cold drops on a body
made of earth, listening
with a heart made warm by earth.
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Robert Klein Engler, Artist

Loneliness
By
Edilson Afonso
Ferreira
Formiga Brazil
Published in Right Hand
Pointing issue 83-1,
February 2015.
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I wander by unvoiced, almost secretly,
like a ghost by corners of a sleeping city,
fearful they could awake arresting me
to die at dawn on merciless lethal light.

Boxed Rage
By
Deb Lecos
Crystal Lake, Illinois

Boxed Rage
There is no access
The corners are neat and tidy
Trapping anger tightly into a prison
With an endless red hallway
Entering it could be dangerous
There may be No Exit
Just one long plunge into endless R E D H O T R A G E
Where I may lose myself
Unable to remember who I am
Or who I always was
Before the Before of Before
Leaving me a wounded badger
With no love for anything
Or anyone
Locked in a box
In an endless red hallway
All alone with rage

David Dotson, Photographer
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Blue and White
By
Don Kingfisher
Campbell
Alhambra, California

When I see
an alligator
chasing after
some fish
A giant crab
flying over
a tiny
exhaling whale
And a pirate
face looking
down from
on high
I know I love
wispy clouds
turn into images
through words

Cloud Formations Over Cloud formations over Carolina;
scratchy lines which Paul Klee
Carolina
By
R. Bremner
Glen Ridge, New Jersey
originally published
inTurbulence, December
2013
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would have been proud to stroke;
Colors which would have shattered his dynamic sensibilities;
Forms which might have redefined his mad contexts,
brought madness to his sane
world.

Jennifer Dotson, Photographer

Autumn-atic
By
Julie Isaacson
Highland Park, Illinois

From bare to green, then crimson, the trees sense when
to alter
along a journey of the months-- the pattern does not
falter
Winds rustle through, selecting which foliage will float
down
Mother Nature wears an elegant train attached to her ball
gown
Her leaves crunch beneath our footsteps
A festive carpet every year
Our four seasons rotate, and fall boasts its colors clear.
Not too cold, nor too hot, will crisp autumn be,
Branches start to show their grace
For all mankind to see.
The cycle goes around and round,
Truly miraculously
The awe and wonder occur for us
Autumn-atically.
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Desert Room
By
Samantha Collins
Phoenix, Arizona

I was watching the Northern sky last night
And there I waited for a passing light;
Wrapped in the warmth of silence,
The desert was my comfortable room.
The stars above were woven into small galaxies
And in each of them, I saw a familiar face:
A friend, a lover, an enemy—you.
I was watching the Northern sky last night
And there the soft wind tucked me in.
The Mesquites wished me sweet dreams,
And the cool earth kissed me good night.
Out of my window I saw nothing but vast canyons
And, as sleep held me in its arms, I thought I saw you.
Standing on a ledge, you were dark and blurred
I blinked, wanting to finish these endless hours.
I was watching the Northern sky last night,
And this morning, I saw the light.

David Dotson, Photographer

Merry Christmas
By
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I have had many faces
and have worn many masks
as time has slowly trickled along
its endless journey.

Marc Carver
United Kingdom

Few have really known me
and few still have bothered to find out.
Not that I blame them too much.
Some people put up big signs to tell you to stay away.
I have hidden
in people and in things
that are not really me.
Some have helped me to spend time with others
and some have kept me away from them.
It is hard to know which is better.
Most people you know straight away
only a few does it take longer.
It is only those few
you really have to get to know
to know that you knew it anyway.

Hydra 8
By
Nick Romeo
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

An immortal snake
of poisoned breath,
guards life-giving waters.
I tried to steal a drink
to preserve my life,
but I was detected.
He coiled around me,
and swallowed me whole.
Days I lived inside him,
while he lived off me.
No longer of use,
I was expelled
into the empty space.
Pluto emerged,
cupped his hands together
caught, cradled my remnants
and renewed my minerals.
He told me I’m not wanted,
not yet.
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Nick Romeo, Photographer

Pants, Reborn
By
Gail Fishman Gerwin

The first hint my mother felt of the rebirth of my father’s
brown pleated pants was when Schwartz the cleaner
delivered them in protective blue plastic to the front door
on Wednesday, five days after she’d thrown them in the
trash

Morristown, New Jersey

for pickup. It’s time, she’d told Daddy, look how they
shine,
From her
collection, Crowns(Alditch I can see my reflection in the thighs, and oh, those
shredded,
Press)
cuffs, you can’t call on customers in them. Yet there they
were,
cuffs, reflective fabric, cleaned, pressed, perfect creases
up the leg
fronts. Ben, she said, what are they doing here, I threw
them away,
you saw me. The man who’d moved his family from a
changing
neighborhood to a street in a new school district, the man
who’d
built a ranch home with the money he’d earned after a
lifetime
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of carrying others’ furniture across town, across the
country,
the man whose sepia photo as a teen in knickers with his
immigrant father in front of a beaten-down house on Tyler
Street
near the Passaic River hangs on a wall in my home—the
man who
could afford a new pair of slacks, showed her where
Schwartz,
who’d perhaps learned his craft from his own immigrant
father in
an Eleventh Avenue storefront, had re-hemmed
threadbare cuffs,
had made the pants new again, look how they shine,
Daddy said,
before he took the hanger, strode down the hall to their
bedroom,
hung them in his closet to join other slacks, to wait for
tomorrow.

Letting Go

leaves sing
all dusk
long run
By
stark naked
to their
Kenneth Pobo
deaths cat
paws push
Media, Pennsylvania
against gold
This was first published in and crimson
trees pull
Phase & Cycle
clouds closer
strain
stretch
letting go
letting go
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Jennifer Dotson, Photographer

Writing Poems
By
Jackie Chou
Pico Rivera, California
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I turn to the next available blank page in my notebook
And stare at it, demanding a brilliant idea or line from it
The blank page stares back. Selfish blank page,
All take and no give.
What can I do but to dress those bastards with
Beauteous, noble words?
Lines, circles, dots, and curves hang on their
unfitting bodies like priceless jewels on pigs
Words are so beautiful on their own, unmarred by
reality and the sordid hearts of those bastards.
Yet words can also be empty and insufficient,
Like an evening dress hung on a plastic
headless mannequin.
So I alter my words to fit their fat, crooked bodies,
Then I glower at my creation and complain.
Why them and not truth, my preferred model
who befits words?
Then I realize that the talentless writer is no
better than her subjects.
I open my textbook to see examples of good poems.
Theodore Roethke is Ralph Lauren
and Alfred Lord Tennyson is Calvin Klein.
I am nobody.
I am an amateur writer trying to write poems.

Secretive
By
Michael P. Wright
Highwood, Illinois

Silver silence
Cajoled seditious remarks surfaced
Covert operations like a veil of secrecy
Surreptitious, surveillance very profound
Whimpering tears, uttering pansy-like excuses
Loyalty seals were broken
Underrated importance
Rituals, oaths, only the ultra-secretive know about
Open your mouth, the house that Humpty Dumpty blew
down
Carried the truth for years
Rabid immature silences, once deceitful and slick
Ruined families permanently
Snitches, the Bete Noire of them all
Delineate questions, stretch the answers
Fruition of human justice
Frankly, a child-like mentality, please zip your lip and not
be so obvious.

Jennifer Dotson, Photographer
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Ode to Opal
By
Donna L. Ritter
Highland Park, Illinois

It’s taking time,
to get accustomed to her absence.
I sip coffee,
alone.
Her mechanical toy is silent,
motionless.
The morning routine is altered.
I awaken,
4:30AM snuggler isn’t there.
The Weather Channel’s forecast,
is only seen by me.
Her beautiful green eyes are closed,
forever.
The clean-up begins,
with food packed up,
donated to shelters.
Brushes de-furred, nail clippers,
and shiny toy balls all tucked into a paper bag.
They’re sealed and stapled,
like my heart.
A votive candle is lit on the mantle,
her picture beside me now.
I have hope for the next feline,
that comes my way.
Looking to when my heart is open again,
to love another feline friend.

Cherry
By
Rebel Waste
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This man is a stranger
Even among the nettles
Ferns
Dirt
And fallen trees
He carries a warning
*
I am before my door
The bell is cracked
There is no ding
There is no melody
No sound of rising footsteps
Getting louder
Getting nearer
*

I am a stranger here
The dirt is taller than my head
Yet I hold the moon in my arms
I picked it like a cherry
Then choked on the pit
It will never sprout

William Marr, Artist

In A Lamp
By
Daniel de Cullá
Burgos, Spain
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In a lamp and in a bronze candlestick
And in a carved stone in the Romanic time.
Culla was Templars’ matrix house
Where they developed intellectual powers:
The collective bargaining, the business deal
The double-dealing
And the sexual intercourse
And anything they could go also:
Poems, ideas, dreams
With so many colors and textures
But ruining their lives
With misapplication and the anxiety to money
As it happens ever.

Pot Smiles Are Slower You wet your lips
By
Chloe Mozer
Chicago, Illinois

Hungrily
Saliva droplets gather on your chin
You don’t seem to notice
You gulp
I do the same
Pink
I imagine
I play hopscotch
With my eyes
On your freckle constellations
And wish I had some of my own
I lean for you,
Then retreat
An undirected feeling hangs in the air around us
We motionlessly dance
To the music of finger taps
And counted breaths
I see your eye-blink take you somewhere else
I watch you watch me
Eternally
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James Paradiso, Photographer

Turning Fifty

How nifty to
be turning fifty.
By
In Shakespeare’s
time I’d be past
Jennifer Dotson
my prime and
looking grave.
Now I shift
the paradigm and
Highland Park, Illinois
join in making
In the style of Kay Ryan; initially lists of mountains
written for Highland Park Poetry's to climb. Chalking
Chain Gang Project
up new experiences
(Chaining/Translation)
before my half full
bucket empties out.
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